Addendum #1 to IFB06282012  
Snow Plowing and Removal  
McHenry County College

This Addendum is in response to the inquiries from potential bidders. This Addendum constitutes changes to the specifications as sent out in the original RFP and other pertinent information shared with all vendors. All changes and information listed on this Addendum should be considered as the official modifications to the specifications and should be included in your proposal with these in mind.

Please acknowledge your receipt of this addendum by attaching a signed copy of the addendum with your proposal response.

Received and acknowledged by: _____________________________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Is the contractor allowed to keep salt or equipment on site? **Outside equipment storage allowable (upon review). We do not have accommodations for bulk salt storage.**

2. Do we need to provide a copy of the certificate of insurance, W9, and certificate of Prevailing Wage with the contract, or is that only required after it is awarded? **Please provide all information with bid submission.**

3. Is equipment (ex. 4-wheeler) allowed on sidewalks for snow removal? **Yes**

4. Is the moving of the snow from parking stalls included in the average 2" removal and salt price or does it go under additional charges? **Included in the average 2" removal and salt price.**

5. What is this bid solicitation number we must provide with the bid (Page 6 IFB)? **IFB06282012**

6. Please provide basic hours for when the Campus is open. Are there times in the week (ex. Sundays) when the campus is closed or only partially open (certain areas)?
   - Monday thru Friday - 7:00AM to 10:00PM
   - Saturdays = 7:00AM to 3:00PM
   - Holidays = [link to website]

7. Pricing-The bid template asks for a price bid “On an average of 2 inches remove snow and salt per event”. How does billing work for a snowfall of increments above that average? For example, do contractors bill 4 occurrences of 2” for an ongoing storm with an 8” snowfall (total accumulation)? What happens should the snowfall amount over 2” - does the contractor then bill time and material? **Invoice by event ... if an event requires more than one push, then it becomes another event.**

8. Please define an “ice storm”? Does this include snowfalls with slick conditions under 2” accumulation or is it referring to an actual ice storm with coatings of ice as defined by the weather service? **Defined as slippery conditions requiring salt only**